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Company "Saknakhshiri" Prepared a Traditional Gift for First Graders 

      

           Company "Saknakhshiri" presented school gifts to the first grader children of its miners. The 

company held a festive event the day before the new academic year in the yard of the administrative 

building of the Mindeli mine.          

  Up to 80 children received school bags, colored pencils, pens, pencil cases and stationery items from 

the “Saknakhshiri”. The children were treated with sweets and ice-cream before the start of the study, 

which made the day more memorable for them.         

 “The company is preparing specially before the start of school year and prepares special presents for 

the first grader children and grandchildren of its employees. This year was even happier as compared to 

last year the number of children has been doubled and instead of 40 children in the last year this year 80 

first graders came to the event. 

 

````````````````````````````` 

Founded in April 2006, “Saknakhshiri” (GIG ) Ltd is wholly owned by GIG  with the operations focused on coal mining activities, 

including coal extraction and enrichment A solely owner of economically important coal mining   assets, Saknakhshiri is a premier 

coal mining company in Georgia and only provider of locally mined coal. Dzidziguri and Mendeli mines, where current operations 

are taking place, represent the key production assets. The company owns a coal reserve amounted to 331 million tons in Tkibuli-

Shaori region, while in Vale mineshafts (currently the mine is shut down), Saknakhsiri owns brown coal reserves of 76 million tons. 

David Bezhuashvili is the founder of Georgian Industrial Group. 
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